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Desert LCC Data Management Recommendations 
Approved by the Desert LCC Steering Committee, December 19-20, 2013 

Introduction 

Background 

The Desert Landscape Conservation Cooperative (Desert LCC or DLCC) has been funding projects since 

2011. Data Management Plans (DMPs) were first submitted with project proposals in 2013 using the 

National Climate Change and Wildlife Science Center DMP template1. Desert Landscape Conservation 

Cooperative data management is guided by the “Data Management Best Practices for Landscape 

Conservation Cooperatives” document issued in November of 20122.  However, there are currently no 

workflows, protocols, or cohesive infrastructure for the collection, management, and sharing of Desert 

LCC metadata and research products. Such a cohesive system of workflows and infrastructure is 

necessary to implement the best-practice, scalable concept of the “data life cycle” which describes the 

data management process from project (or organization) inception to completion (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Data life cycle as illustrated by NSF-supported Data Observation Network for Earth (DataONE). Accessed December 
10, 2013 from http://www.dataone.org/best-practices. 

                                                           
1
 NCCWSC Data Management Plan Guidance template accessed December 10, 2013 at 

https://nccwsc.usgs.gov/?q=node/15. 
2
 Data Management Best Practices for Landscape Conservation Cooperatives. Accessed December 10, 2013 at 

https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/download/attachments/411074828/LCC-
DataMgmt_Best_Practices_Part1_v3.4.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1377820229539&api=v2 

https://nccwsc.usgs.gov/?q=node/15
https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/download/attachments/411074828/LCC-DataMgmt_Best_Practices_Part1_v3.4.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1377820229539&api=v2
https://my.usgs.gov/confluence/download/attachments/411074828/LCC-DataMgmt_Best_Practices_Part1_v3.4.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1377820229539&api=v2
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To document and disseminate successes and findings of DLCC-supported science, there is a need for 

improved sharing of information with the public, stake-holders, and decision-makers. To that end, the 

Desert LCC GIS & Data Working Group (DWG, Appendix A) has developed this set of Data Management 

Recommendations which outline specific workflows, protocols and infrastructure recommendations to 

document and share Desert LCC science with stakeholders and the public. 

Objectives 

The four primary objectives for Desert LCC Data Management are development of a plan, workflows, 

infrastructure, and data delivery. The DWG recommends that Desert LCC: 

1. Review and ratify the National LCC best practices as a Desert LCC Data Management Plan (DLCC 

DMP) document. 

2. Establish workflows for documenting and delivering information about LCC-funded projects and 

products. 

3. Provide a platform and training for LCC stakeholders to be able to store, view, manipulate, and 

collaborate on GIS data (for example, using GIS-share environment). 

4. Deliver project metadata and data products to the public. 

To achieve these objectives, it is recommended that Desert LCC leverage existing workflows, protocols 

and platforms. For example, Desert LCC invested in aggregation of GIS base datasets in 2011 and 2012. 

This data currently resides in a Word document and geodatabases housed on an external hard drive and 

could be used to seed data management workflow and product development. With respect to data 

management planning, National Science Foundation (NSF) and NCCWSC have developed proven data 

management guidance and templates. NCCWSC has also invested in development of the myUSGS RFP 

Manager (https://my.usgs.gov/rfpManager/) to manage metadata including research interest and 

intent, proposed work, and data management plans. A myUSGS Data Management Plan Manager is 

currently under development with guidance from NCCWSC to make it easier for principal investigators 

to create and submit data management plans in the RFP process. ScienceBase 

(http://www.sciencebase.gov), a “repository as a service” or RaaS, is a platform for data management 

sharing and storage that currently hosts LC Map, an LCC data hosting and service platform, within which 

a Desert LCC space exists. Desert LCC may also leverage DataBasin, a platform for data analysis and 

visualization. DataBasin developers have been approved for FY14 funding to develop GIS data 

“gateways” for 9 LCCs, including Desert LCC. A vision of how these existing investments may be 

leveraged and integrated for Desert LCC data management is illustrated in Figure 2. 

https://my.usgs.gov/rfpManager/
http://www.sciencebase.gov/
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Figure 2. A conceptual model for Desert LCC data management infrastructure that leverages and integrates existing 
investments by the National LCC, Bureau of Reclamation, Conservation Biology Institute (CBI),  National Climate Change and 

Wildlife Science Center (NCCWSC), USGS, and others. 

Recommendations 
This section outlines recommended steps to achieve the Desert LCC data management objectives. These 

recommendations emphasize proposals, products and resources, and are summarized as follows: 

● Proposals: Reflect LCC data sharing priorities in proposal scoring. Automate the collection of 

project metadata from the proposal process. Provide templates and support for well-formed 

Data Management Plans for approved projects. Build checks and consequences into the process 

of DMP submission. 

● Products: Develop and implement standards for documentation and delivery of products, 

implement Spanish language support into data hosting and delivery platforms, and conduct 

short term data collection from completed FY11 projects to populate prototype products. 

● Resources: Provide support for staff and resources to achieve data management objectives. 
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Proposals: Where data management begins 

Good data management begins with the RFP process. This is an opportunity to select projects with a 

strong data sharing component to support good science. The metadata acquisition process begins at this 

stage with collection of project metadata as well as a well-formed data management plan (DMP). The 

Desert LCC issues two RFPs in a unified time frame each year, one through Fish and Wildlife and one 

through Bureau of Reclamation WaterSmart grant program. The DWG recommends the following 

related to the RFP process: 

● Review Bureau of Reclamation templates for scoring proposals to allow for LCC data delivery 

priorities to be reflected in the selection process. Currently, in the Bureau of Reclamation 

WaterSmart RFP, it is not possible to assign a higher score to proposals with a strong data 

sharing component.  

● Automate population of ScienceBase project metadata from Bureau of Reclamation and Fish 

and Wildlife RFP systems and workflows.  Options include establishing an agreed-upon manual 

metadata transfer process initially while exploring options to automate the process. For 

example, RFP systems may have interfaces (APIs) that support the ability to send records to 

ScienceBase repository or project records (XML) could be posted to harvest into ScienceBase. 

● Provide support to selected projects in completing a well-formed DMP and allow for review and 

revision of DMPs in the RFP process. Provide templates and support for well-formed Data 

Management Plans for approved projects (Appendix B). Build checks and consequences into the 

process of DMP submission. 

Products: Developing the Desert LCC Data Catalog 

Desert LCC products include both metadata and data and the tools, services, and methods used to 

access them. 

Metadata 

The purpose of metadata is to make sure data can be understood. It enables re-use and comprehension 

of the data being described; therefore, every data product should have a metadata record. The DWG 

recommends the following with respect to metadata: 

● Standards development 

o Recommend using the North American Profile of ISO 19115 metadata standard 

o Develop standards for completeness of metadata. Determine which fields are required. 

For example, require information about data access constraints 

o When delivering GIS products, require information about how to use and symbolize it to 

prevent mis-use or mis-representation 

● Metadata entry 

o For data products, use metadata forms integrated with ScienceBase and DataBasin. As a 

demonstration project, metadata from completed FY11 projects could be collected and 

used to populate records. 
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o For projects, automate metadata entry from the RFP process 

● Make tools and training available 

o Make available a list of free tools for metadata creation 

o Provide training and support for metadata creation 

● Metadata delivery and linkage with data 

o Require online linkage to product from metadata record or contact information to 

obtain data 

o Make metadata records available via (1) Project Profile pages on the Desert LCC 

website, (2) ScienceBase web services, and (3) Data.gov 

Data 

Data includes geospatial data and symbology files, spreadsheets, models, reports and other digital 

products produced by LCC-funded projects. The goal is to document data products for re-use and 

comprehension using metadata and subsequently link the metadata record with to dataset itself or to 

contact information for obtaining the dataset. To that end, the DWG recommends the following: 

● RFP Process Review: Review Bureau of Reclamation templates for scoring proposals to allow for 

LCC data delivery priorities to be reflected in the selection process 

● Data Delivery: Establish how data produced by DLCC-funded science are delivered. Data 

includes, for example, raw data, metadata, symbology, and supporting documents. 

o Deliver project metadata and data products to the public via Desert LCC project profile 

pages. Examples of profile pages are located at the Southern Rockies LCC website and 

NCCWSC website. These project profile pages should be hosted on the Desert LCC 

website and should be populated using ScienceBase web services to prevent duplicate 

project metadata entry. 

o Establish a dedicated DLCC domain, desertlcc.org, so that the web delivery is 

compelling, clear and gives the appearance of a well-established organization with some 

permanence. 

● Platform selection: Plan for platform and support to enable LCC stakeholders and the public to 

access, manipulate, and collaborate on GIS data. We recommend the following platforms: 

o ScienceBase (http://sciencebase.gov): The Desert LCC Data Catalog will reside on 

ScienceBase, a USGS-hosted metadata and data repository. Records are accessible from 

sciencebase.gov and also through web services. We recommend that this house a 

Desert LCC Data Catalog consisting of metadata records for DLCC-funded projects and 

related products. All LCCs currently have “communities” established in ScienceBase as 

part of the “LC Map” project. 

o DataBasin: This is a GIS data platform that includes basic analysis and web map 

production and sharing tools. Desert LCC GIS data uploaded into ScienceBase will be 

discoverable on DataBasin through web services. In September 2013 the National LCC 

approved a proposal to fund development of eight new “Conservation Planning Atlases” 

http://southernrockieslcc.org/projects/
https://nccwsc.usgs.gov/display-project/5007050de4b0abf7ce733fda/5012a706e4b05140039e02cf
http://sciencebase.gov/
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(CPAs) for LCCs, including the Desert LCC. A prototype CPA for Desert LCC is at 

http://dlcc.databasin.org and a fully-developed example of a CPA is at 

http://gcpolcc.databasin.org/. 

● Data life-cycle and curation: Define a process for managing data long term, including deleting 

obsolete data and updating unsupported formats. 

● Needs assessment: Outreach to PIs and others regarding any specific data needs they might 

foresee, especially for the Mexico side of the work. 

 

Spanish Language Support 

Spanish language support for product documentation and delivery is recommended. Creating a single 

data catalog and interface with dual language support will establish a single authoritative source for 

Desert LCC data while allowing data custodians to maintain their own data. The option to host a copy of 

selected datasets is available to ensure triple off-site redundancy if resources are available to support 

that effort (see Resources section of this document). Comisión Internacional de Límites y Aguas (CILA) 

and US International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC) are currently exploring a similar 

approach. Specific measures to implement dual language support are:  

● Needs assessment: Speak with DLCC stakeholders from Mexico to determine the best approach 

and discuss issues like bandwidth, security, and accessibility of systems to foreign IPs. 

● Data delivery:  

o Build a Spanish-language web presence for product delivery on the Desert LCC website. 

For example, project profile pages will be available in English and Spanish. 

o Implement Spanish-language support into DataBasin Desert LCC Conservation Planning 

Atlas (http://dlcc.databasin.org) interface for GIS data access. 

o Implement Spanish-language support for ScienceBase for project metadata access. 

Develop a “user story” or actual use case for Spanish language products to initiate 

ScienceBase language support development. 

Resources: Support to implement recommendations 

While existing products and tools will be leveraged to the maximum extent possible to implement the 

recommendations outlined in this document, investment in dedicated personnel and support will be 

required to develop and implement data management infrastructure and workflows for Desert LCC. As a 

starting point, the following is an initial and by no means comprehensive list of required resources: 

● Platform administrators: At least two staff at 50% time who quality check data entry, user 

accounts, access levels, and overall data curation workflows for each platform. The platforms for 

data products are the DLCC website, DataBasin, ScienceBase, and data.gov. 

● Data curators: One staff member at 50% time to check data for relevancy and completeness 

prior to addition to the DLCC Data Catalog. 

http://dlcc.databasin.org/
http://gcpolcc.databasin.org/
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● Training and outreach: One staff member at 50% time to develop documentation and conduct 

training on a regular basis. Support for a common web platform accessible by staff to conduct 

online trainings such as a Desert LCC Webex site.  

● Spanish language support and Mexico data: Support for a Mexico data liaison at 50% time for 

outreach to PIs and others regarding any specific data needs. Funding for 3 months of DataBasin 

developer time. Staff in the U.S. and Mexico to develop a user story to initiate ScienceBase dual 

language support.  

● Website: Policy and funding support to establish a dedicated domain at http://desertlcc.org. 

Dedicated time of a website programmer for 3 to 6 months of at least 75% time for set-up and 

20% time afterward for updates. Specific set-up and update tasks include: 

o Project profile pages set-up 

o Public engagement and communications technology 

o Using web services, feeding cataloged data resources to DLCC websites 

o Providing links to (or, developing on established platforms) visualization products for 

DLCC data 

● Systems integration: Access to information about Bureau of Reclamation and Fish and Wildlife 

RFP workflows and data availability via APIs or XML data feeds for harvesting of project 

metadata into ScienceBase. Access to contact information of workflow managers and system 

administrators to collaborate on automating metadata harvesting. 

  

http://desertlcc.org/
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Appendix A 
 

Members of the Desert LCC GIS & Data Working Group who authored or were invited to review this 

document are: 

Name  Affiliation(s) 

Aimee Roberson Desert LCC / US FWS 

Amy Duffy Western Regional Partnership 

Barbara Ray USGS  

Carol Ostergren USGS  

Chris Black USAF Luke AFB 

Claire DeVaughan USGS  

Cynthia Wallace USGS 

Daniel Pearson USGS  

Delbert Humberson IBWC 

Drew Decker USGS  

Duane German Texas Parks & Wildlife 

Duane Pool Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory 

Fon Duke Mojave Desert Ecosystem Program 

Eric Wood USGS Eros Data Center, Climate and Land Use 
Change Mission Area 

Genevieve Johnson Desert LCC / USBR 

Joyce Francis Arizona Game & Fish Department 

Ken Boykin New Mexico State University 

Louise Misztal Sky Island Alliance 

Miguel Pavón Texas Natural Resource Information Service (TNRIS) 
of the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) 

Mitchel Hannon The Trust for Public Land 

Sally Holl Desert LCC / USGS  

Natalie Latysh USGS Core Science Systems 

Ric Riester US FWS 

Seshu Vaddey USBR 

Terry Arundel USGS 

Tim Kern USGS Fort Collins Science Center 

Valda Terauds USBR 
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Tosha Comendant and Brendan Ward of Conservation Biology Institute and Lei Ann Wilson of USGS 

were also consulted in development and review of this document. 
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Appendix B 

DESERT LCC DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN TEMPLATE 

Based on the NCCWSC/CSC Data Management Guidance, February 26, 2013 update. 

Notes:  

1. Each output should have its own table. Make a copy of the table for each distinct data output. 

2. An example of a well-documented Data Management Plan is located at 

https://nccwsc.usgs.gov/sites/default/files/files/Example DMP.pdf. 

Project Title:  [Insert Project Title] 

Data Inputs – Existing Collections  

1 [Name of Collection] 

Description: Describe the information that will be used and the nature and scale (e.g., national, regional, 
landscape, etc.) of the data. Include a link to the source of the existing data. 

Format: Identify the formats in which the data are maintained and made available. 

Quality Checks:  Specify the procedures used to evaluate the existing data, including verification, validation, 
and an assessment of usability. 

Source: Identify the source for the data.  

Data Processing & 
Scientific Workflows: 

Describe any data processing steps or provide a scientific workflow you plan to use to 
manipulate the data, as appropriate. 

Backup & Storage: Describe the approach for backup and storage of the information associated with the research 
project during the project. 

Volume Estimate: Estimate the volume of information that will be generated:  megabyte (MB), GB, TB, or PB. 

Access & Sharing: Prior to the completion of the project, specify who should have access to project 
information/products and what type of access (Public, Read, Write, No Access). 

Restrictions: Identify any limitations on access or reuse (e.g., sensitive data, restricted data, software with 
license restrictions, etc.) and provide justification for restriction. Provide citation or 
documentation describing limitations if due to policies or legal reasons. 

Fees: Identify any fees associated with acquiring the data. 

https://nccwsc.usgs.gov/sites/default/files/files/Example%20DMP.pdf
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Citation: Provide citation for data product. If the data product can be found online, provide a URL. 
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Data Inputs – New Collections (Data that does not currently exist. For example, a new field data 

collection.) 

1 [Provide a brief name to describe new data collection] 

Description: Describe the information that will be used and the nature and scale (e.g., national, regional, 
landscape, etc.) of the data that will be collected. 

Data Management 
Resources: 

Describe the proposal resources allocated for data management activities for the new data 
collected as a level of effort, total dollars allocated, or as a percentage of the total project’s 
cost. Resources could include people’s time or proposal funding. 

Format: Identify the formats in which the data will be generated, maintained, and made available. 

Data Processing & 
Scientific Workflows: 

Describe data processing steps or provide a scientific workflow you plan to use to manipulate 
the data, as appropriate. 

Protocols: Identify any standard protocols or methodologies that will be used to collect the data, if 
available.  

Quality Checks: Specify the procedures for ensuring data quality. 

Metadata: Identify the metadata standard that will be used to describe the document (FGDC, ISO, EML, 
etc.) 

Volume Estimate: Estimate the volume of information generated:  megabyte (MB), GB, TB, or PB. 

Backup & Storage: Describe the approach for backup and storage of the information associated with the research 
project during the project. 

Repository for Data: In addition to the Desert LCC repository (ScienceBase), identify any other repositories where 
you plan to share your data. 

Access & Sharing: Prior to the completion of the project, specify who should have access to project 
information/products and what type of access (Public, Read, Write, No Access). 

Exclusive Use: Project data and associated products should be available publically at the end of the project. If 
a request to limit access for a period of time after project completion is needed, please 
identify the length of time and the reason for the extension.  (Request cannot be more than 
two years.) 

Restrictions: Identify any limitations on access or reuse (e.g., sensitive data, restricted data, software with 
license restrictions, etc.) and provide justification for restriction. Provide citation or 
documentation describing limitations if due to policies or legal reasons. 

Citation: Specify how the project’s data should be cited. 

Contact: Provide a point(s) of contact if questions arise related to the data and associated products 
(name, email, and phone number). 
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Software and Other Needs 

1 [Name of Software or Other Need] 

Description: Describe any software or other needs that are required for the project. Software such as Microsoft 
Office, Adobe, and an Internet Browser do not need to be provided. 

Restrictions: Identify any limitations on access or reuse that accompany the software or other needed items. 

Fees: Identify any fees or other costs associated with acquiring the software or other items. 

Source/Link: Provide a link or a source for the need if available. 
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Data Outputs (e.g., Project Deliverables or Products) 

1 [Name of Output] 

Description: Describe the data output. 

Data Management 
Resources: 

Describe the proposal resources allocated for data management activities for the new data 
collected as a level of effort, total dollars allocated, or as a percentage of the total project’s cost. 
Resources could include people’s time or proposal funding. 

Format: Identify the formats in which the data will be generated, maintained, and made available.  

Data Processing & 
Scientific Workflows: 

Describe data processing steps or provide a scientific workflow you plan to use to manipulate the 
data, as appropriate. 

Quality Checks: Specify the procedures for ensuring data quality during the project. 

Metadata: Identify the metadata standard that will be used to describe the data and products (FGDC, ISO, 
EML, etc.) 

Volume Estimate: Estimate the volume of information generated:  megabyte (MB), GB, TB, or PB. 

Backup & Storage: Describe the approach for backup and storage of the information associated with the research 
project during the project. 

Repository for Data: In addition to the Desert LCC repository (ScienceBase), identify any other repositories where you 
plan to share your data. 

Access & Sharing: Prior to the completion of the project, specify who should have access to project 
information/products and what type of access (Public, Read, Write, No Access). 

Exclusive Use: Project data and associated products should be available publically at the end of the project. If a 
request to limit access for a period of time after project completion is needed, please identify the 
length of time and the reason for the extension.  (Request cannot be more than two years.) 

Restrictions: Identify any limitations on access or reuse (e.g., sensitive data, restricted data, software with 
license restrictions, etc.) and provide justification for restriction. Provide citation or 
documentation describing limitations if due to policies or legal reasons. 

Citation: Specify how the project’s data should be cited. 

Digital Object 
Identifier (DOI)/Link: 

Provide a digital object identifier (DOI)/link to the project when available publically. 

Contact: Provide a point(s) of contact if questions arise related to the data and associated products (name, 
email, and phone number). 
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